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Dilepton as a possible signature for the baryon-rich quark-gluon plasma
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In an expanding fireball model, we study dilepton production from high-energy heavy-ion col-
lisions at the stopping regime. We find that the pion-pion annihilation gives the dominant contribu-
tion to the dilepton yield at invariant masses between 2m„and 1 GeV. The total dilepton yield in

this invariant mass region increases with the incident energy of the collision, but a saturation is seen
once a baryon-rich quark-gluon plasma is formed in the initial stage.

I. INTRODUCTION

The ultimate goal of heavy-ion collisions at ultrarela-
tivistic energies is to create a deconfined quark-gluon
plasma. ' It is hoped that during the initial stage of the
collision, a region of high-energy density will be produced
so that a transition from the hadronic matter to the
quark-gluon plasma will take place. For future experi-
ments at the proposed relativistic heavy-ion collider
(RHIC) a baryon free quark-gluon plasma is expected to
be created because of the increasing transparency of the
nuclear matter with increasing collision energies. At
present, the CERN experiments at both 60 GeV/nucleon
and 200 GeV/nucleon indicate that the incident projec-
tile is not completely stopped by the target and a high-
energy density of many GeV/fm has been reached. ' The
observation of the suppressed production of the J/4 par-
ticle has already stimulated great excitements as it might
be a possible evidence for the formation of a quark-gluon
plasma. However, it will not be considered as a
definitive signature until a better understanding of the
dissociation of J/4 by the hadronic particles is
achieved. For experiments carried out at the
Brookhaven National Laboratory Alternating Gradient
Synchrotron (AGS) at 14.5 GeV/nucleon, the analysis of
the final transverse energy distribution indicates that the
projectile is indeed completely stopped by the target and
that a hadronic matter of density about five times the
normal nuclear matter density has been reached in the in-
itial stage. Whether a baryon-rich quark-gluon plasma
has been formed in such a collision is still uncertain. It
has been argued in the past that the formation of a
quark-gluon plasma may be signaled by an enhanced pro-
duction of kaons relative to that of pions. Data obtained
at the AGS indeed show an enhancement of a factor of 4
for K+/m. + ratio compared with that from the proton-
proton and the proton-nucleus collisions. However,
theoretical studies show that a substantial enhancement
can be obtained by assuming either the formation of a
quark-gluon plasma or a dense hadronic matter in the ini-
tial stage of the collision. ' " In view of the ambiguity
associated with these observables as signatures for the
quark-gluon plasma, the consideration of other observ-
ables will be very useful.

A very interesting suggestion in the past has been the

dilepton. It was suggested that the disappearance of the
rho peak in the dilepton invariance mass spectrum might
signal the formation of a quark-gluon plasma. ' ' De-
tailed studies including the proper treatment of the ex-
pansion dynamics, however, do not support such a possi-
bility. ' These studies are all concerned with the baryon
free quark-gluon plasma that might be produced in future
RHIC energies. At the AGS, energies in the range of
about 15 GeV/nucleon, a dense hadronic matter will be
formed if no quark-gluon plasma is created in the initial
stage. In the hadronic matter, dileptons can be produced
from both pn bremsstrahlung and the m~ annihilation.
For dense hadronic matter at high temperatures, it has
been shown in Refs. 15 and 16 that the contribution from
the stan annihilation is more significant than that from the
pn bremsstrahlung for dileptons of invariant masses in
the region of 2m to about 1 GeV, where m is the mass
of pion. It is also found in Refs. 15-17 that the
modification of the pion dispersion relation by the dense
nuclear matter because of the strong p-wave mN interac-
tion can lead to an enhanced production of dileptons at
small invariant masses. This effect becomes more pro-
nounced as the density of the hadronic matter increases.
On the other hand, if a baryon-rich quark-gluon plasma
is initially formed, then dileptons will be produced from
the qq annihilation. After the hadronization of the
quark-gluon plasma, dileptons can also be produced from
the hadronic matter via the pn bremsstrahlung and the
mm annihilation. Since the total entropy cannot decrease
during the transition, the final hadronic matter will be at
a higher temperature and lower density than the initial
quark-gluon matter. ' If the quark-gluon plasma contrib-
utes mainly to dileptons with larger invariant masses,
then we expect a reduced production of dileptons with
low invariant masses, compared with the case without the
formation of a quark-gluon plasma because of the low ha-
dronic matter density after its hadronization. In this
case, it is of interest to measure the total yield of dilepton
with the invariant mass in the region of 2m to about 1

GeV as a function of the incident energy. The onset of a
baryon-rich quark-gluon plasma is thus signaled by the
appearance of a plateau in this excitation function.

To substantiate this conjecture, we have carried out
calculations for dilepton production based on the hydro-
dynamical description of heavy-ion collisions. In Sec. II,
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the nuclear phase diagram is introduced. The initial con-
dition of the fireball and its hydrodynamical expansion
are described in Sec. III. The kinetic processes and the
hadronization model are discussed in Sec. IV. In Sec. V,
the elementary dilepton production processes are dis-
cussed. The results for dilepton production from high-
energy heavy-ion collisions are presented in Sec. VI.
Conclusions are given in Sec. VII. A brief report of this
work has already been published in Ref. 19.

II. NUCLEAR PHASE DIAGRAM

Based on the quantum chromodynamics, it is generally
believed that the nuclear matter exists in a deconfined
phase of quarks and gluons when its density and tempera-
ture are high. The determination of the nuclear phase di-
agram from the quantum chromodynamics is, however, a
diScult task. Instead, we shall use a simplified model to
construct the nuclear phase diagram. It is determined by
considering both the hadronic and the quark-gluon
matter as composed of noninteracting nonstrange parti-
cles with the latter supplemented by a bag constant. This
model of the nuclear phase diagram has been used previ-
ously in Refs. 20 and 21. As pointed out in these refer-
ences, the inclusion of strange particles affects the phase
diagram only slightly. Since we shall look for qualitative
signatures for the formation of a quark-gluon plasma, we
believe that such a model will be suScient in the present
work. For completeness, we describe briefly in the fol-
lowing the construction of the nuclear phase diagram in
this simple model.

dQ ~ k dk
Q 2 2 p (k+@ )/T

e

k 2dk
nG = I „=16((3)Tim.

2~ p e" —1

(lb)

(1c)

respectively. In the above, we have g(3}=1.20206, the
quark degeneracy dQ = 12, the gluon degeneracy dG = 16,
the chemical potential p for the quark, and the tempera-
ture T. The baryon number density is then given by

2 2 Pq
nbq )'(ng ng}= JM T + (2)

Also, the quark energy density eQ, the antiquark energy
density eQ, and the gluon energy density eG are written as

dQ „ k dk
Q 2~2 p (k P )/T

e

A. Equation of state for quark-gluon phase

For the noninteracting quark-gluon matter consisting
of the up and down quarks and the gluons, the quark
density nQ, the antiquark density nQ, and the gluon den-

sity nG can be written as

g (. k~dk
Q 2 2 Jp (k —P )/T

e

dg I k'dk
Q 2~2 p (k +P )/T

e ' +1
dG P~ k dk

G
2 2 Jp k/T
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T+3p T+ +83p
30 2 (4)

where B is the bag constant. From the number and ener-

gy densities, the pressure and entropy densities of the
quark-gluon plasma are given by

pq
=

—,'(e —8)—8,
1

s =—(e+p 3p—n ). (6)

B. Equation of state for the hadronic phase

For the hadronic matter, we include only nonstrange
stable hadrons (nucleon, pion, and eta) and their reso-
nances (b, 's, N "s, p, and co) as in Refs. 20 and 21. In the
case that their interactions can be neglected, the number
density n;, the energy density e;, and the pressure p; of
the ith particle are given by

d; „kdk
n,. =

2~2 p ( e(
—p(. ) /T

e

d, ek dk
e;=

2 p (,—p)/
e

d, „e;'k dk
2 p (E( p( )/T

e

where e,. =(k +m; )'~ . In the above, + is for fermions
and —for bosons. The d; indicates the degeneracy, while
the chemical potential is denoted by p, . For baryons, we
have p; =b; pb, where b; is the baryon number and pb is
the baryon chemical potential. The total baryon number
and energy density, as well as the pressure of the hadron-
ic matter are then given by nb h

= g, b; n;, eh = g; e;, and

ph
= g; p;, respectively. From these thermodynamical

quantities, the entropy density is

1
~h T(eh+Ph Pbnb, h }

C. Nuclear phase diagram

The critical temperature and density at which the tran-
sition between the quark-gluon and hadronic phases
occurs is determined by the Gibb's condition that the two
phases are in the thermal, chemical, and mechanical equi-
librium, i.e., T& = Tq, pb =3pq, and p& =p . As shown by
Heinz et al. , there exists however a range of values of

which lead to the total energy density in the quark-gluon
plasma

e =eQ+e —+eG+Bq Q
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FIG. 1. Nuclear phase diagram in the space of temperature T
and the baryon density nb for a bag constant of 250 MeV/fm'.
The entry points from heavy-ion collisions between identical nu-

clei are shown by the solid curve. The numbers near the circles
denote the incident energies in GeV per nucleon. The dashed
curve corresponds to the entry points in a purely hadronic
scenario.

8 and p for which the mechanical equilibrium condition
cannot be satisfied, and the hadronic phase never decays
into the quark-gluon phase. The origin for this patholog-
ical behavior is the assumption of noninteracting point-
like hadrons. To overcome this difficulty, they have in-
cluded a finite proper volume for hadrons so that the
quantities nb&, ez, pz, and sz are all multiplied by the
correction factor C =1/(1+eh/4B), where B is the bag
constant. This limits the energy density in the hadronic
phase to 48. However, there is a concern about the con-
sistency of adding this finite volume in the calculation of
the thermodynamical quantities. This will not be a seri-
ous problem for us as this phase diagram is meant to il-

FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 1 for a bag constant of 400 MeV/fm'.

lustrate the possible scenarios that might happen in
high-energy heavy-ion reactions and probably differs in
details when more sophisticated models such as those of
Refs. 18 and 24 are used.

Once the critical temperature T', the critical chemical
potential pb, and the critical pressure p' are determined,
other critical values such as nb z, nb q, e&, s&, and sq, can
be evaluated. In Fig. 1, we show the phase diagram in
the space of the temperature and baryon density for a bag
constant B =250 MeV/fm, while in Fig. 2 the phase dia-
gram in the space of the energy and baryon densities is
shown for the same value of bag constant. The critical
energy density for the formation of the quark-gluon plas-
ma is only slightly above 1 GeV/fm . The formation of a
mixed phase of the quark-gluon and hadronic matter
occurs at even lower energy densities. Similar phase dia-
grams for a bag constant of B =400 MeV/fm are shown
in Figs. 3 and 4. The critical energy density in this case is
close to 2 GeV/fm .
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FIG. 2. Same as Fig. 1 for nuclear phase diagram in the
space of the energy density e and the baryon density nb. FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 2 for a bag constant of 400 MeV/fm'.
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III. INITIAL CONDITIONS
AND THE EXPANSION DYNAMiCS

A. Determination of the initial phase

We assume that a baryon-rich fireball is formed in the
collision of two heavy ions. To estimate the size of the
fireball, it is reasonable to assume for collisions at high
energies that the projectile sweeps through the target on
a straight trajectory and moves forward together with the
target nucleons that are in the volume traversed by the
projectile. Using a uniform density for both the projec-
tile and the target, we obtain that at zero impact parame-
ter the number of participants for two ions with mass
numbers A &, A2 ( A

&

& A2) are given by

Ni=Ai,
N2=A2[1 —[1—(A /A ) ]

(loa)

(lob)

The initial density of the fireball is estimated by taking its
volume to be the arithmetic mean of the two Lorentz
contracted volumes, i.e.,

2(N, +N2)
N N1 + 2

y2

where no is normal nuclear density; y& and y2 are the
Lorentz factors associated with the projectile and the tar-
get, respectively. For the collision between two identical
nuclei, we have N, =Nz and y, =y2=y and obtain
nb =2yno. The inclusion of compressions via the shock
model as in Ref. 25 will lead to an even larger initial den-
sity. If the incident energy per particle is E, then the
center-of-mass energy per baryon in the fireball is

w =m~[N, +N2+2N)N2(1+E/mN )1

with mz the nucleon mass. The initial energy density of
the fireball is thus e =mnb.

If the fireball is initially in either the hadronic or the
quark-gluon phase, its thermodynarnical property, such
as temperature, pressure, and chemical potential, can be
easily determined from the initial baryon and energy den-
sities. If the initial state is in the mixed phase, we need to
know the fraction f~ of quark-gluon plasma in the fire-
ball. With the initial temperature of the mixed state
denoted by T, the baryon densities nb ( T ) of the
quark-gluon plasma and nb z ( T ) of the hadronic matter
in the mixed phase can be determined from the critical
lines in the phase diagram gf Fig. 1. From these baryon
densities, the energy densities e ( T ) of the quark-gluon
plasma and eh( T ) of the hadronic matter in the mixed
phase can also be determined. The unknown initial tem-
perature T and the volume fraction f of the mixed
phase can thus be extracted from the following equations:

near the circles stand for values of the energy per nucleon
in units of GeV/nucleon. We see from the figures that
the initial stage is in the hadronic phase for E/A &2
GeV, in the mixed phase for 2 GeV ~ E/A & 6 GeV, and
in the quark-gluon phase for E/A ~ 6 GeV. In Fig. 1, we
also show by the dashed curve the entry points in a pure-
ly hadronic scenario. Similarly, they are shown in Figs. 3
and 4 for a bag constant of B =400 MeV/fm . In this
case, the initial stage is in hadronic phase for E/A &3
GeV, in the mixed phase for 3 GeV&E/A &11 GeV,
and in the quark-gluon phase for E/A ~11 GeV. Al-
though there are differences between the two cases, the
same results for the signature for quark-gluon plasma to
be discussed later will be obtained.

B. Hydrodynamical expansion and kinetic equations

To model the fireball expansion we use the hydrochem-
ical model of Biro et al. , in which the fireball is as-
sumed to be in thermal equilibrium and the thermal ener-

gy in the fireball is converted to the collective How energy
via the relativistic hydrodynamical equations that are fur-
ther coupled to the rate equations

a x~0=0
p

u„B„T""=0,

B„(n;u" ) =l(;,

(13a)

(13b)

(13c)

——[V(e(y')+p(y'u') )]=0,
V t

(lsa)

(15b)

——„[Vn,(y)]=l(, ,
1 d

(15c)

where s denotes the entropy density in the fireball. As in
Ref. 26, we assume that the fireball expansion is isotropic
and use the scaling Ansatze for the local radial velocity

n

yu= —R,
R

(16)

where T" is the energy-momentum tensor and is given
by

T""=(e+p)u "u —pg"" .

In the above, e and p are, respectively, the energy density
and pressure, g" is the standard metric tensor, and u" is
the four velocity defined by u"=y( l, u) with u the local
velocity and y= 1/(1 —u )' the associated Lorentz fac-
tor; P, is the source term in the rate equations. Taking
the spatial average of these equations for a uniform densi-

ty distribution, we obtain

nb=f nz (T )+(1 f )nb&(T ), —

eo=f e (T )+(1 f )eI, (T ) . —
(12a)

(12b)

where r is the radial distance, R is the radius of the fire-

ball, and R =R /(1 —R )' The exponent n is taken as
a parameter. This leads to

These entry points are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 by the open
circles for the case of 8 =250 MeV/fm . The numbers

(y2u2) =(y&) —1= R 23
2n +3 (17a)
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)1+3(1)(2J'1)
y

&
(2j —1)(2nj +3)(2j)!!

Using Eq. (16), we can rewrite Eq. (15a) as

V e+(e+p) R =Eo,
2n +3

(17b)

(18)

where ~ is the lifetime of the mixed phase that is taken to
be an adjustable parameter. We see that the fireball is
reheated during the phase transition because of the large
latent heat as a result of the decrease of its density and
the large difference in the entropy per baryon between the
quark-gluon plasma and the hadronic matter. '

where Eo is the total energy of the initial fireball and is a
conserved quantity.

C. Phase transition from the quark-gluon plasma
to the hadronic matter

If the fireball is initially in the hadronic phase, the sys-
tern will simply expand until it reaches the freezeout den-
sity at which the mean free path of the particles is com-
parable to the size of the fireball. On the other hand, if
the fireball is initially in the quark-gluon phase, its tem-
perature and pressure decrease during the expansion and
eventually it reaches the boundary of the phase diagram
and makes a transition to the hadronic matter. In Fig. 5,
the solid curve shows the trajectory in the phase diagram
of Fig. 1 along which the system evolves during the ex-
pansion for the collision of symmetric systems at an in-
cident energy of 14 GeV/nucleon. From Fig. 1, we see
that the initial density is about 6no and the fireball is thus
initially in the quark-gluon phase. The system reaches
the boundary of the quark-gluon plasma at point 1 in the
figure. From the conservation of baryon number and en-
tropy, ' ' we can determine the trajectory of the system
in the mixed phase. It ends at point 2 on the critical line
that separates the mixed phase from the hadronic phase.
The rate for hadronization is not known and will be taken
as a parameter. To account for the finite time for had-
ronization, we assume that the volume fraction of the
quark-gluon plasma in the mixed phase varies linearly in
time, i.e.,

IV. CHEMICAL PROCESSES

A. Chemical processes in hadronic phase

In the hadronic phase, we include the following pro-
cesses:

NN+ NA,

A~No. ,

%7T~P .

(20a)

(20b)

(20c)

In the temperature regime, other hadronic resonances do
not play important roles. Again, we have neglected the
strange hadrons due to their relatively low concentra-
tions. The source functions for these reactions are

NN'uNN 'lnN+ & oNhuNE) nNn6 (2 la)

In the quark-gluon phase, we neglect all the chemical
processes and assume that the light quarks, antiquarks,
and gluons are in both thermal and chemical equilibriums
during the expansion of the quark-gluon matter. This
should be a reasonable approximation as the process
qq~gg is fast. As in the consideration of the phase dia-

gram, we shall also neglect strange quark production in

the fireball. This will not change our results appreciably
as it has been shown in Ref. 11 that the concentration of
strange quarks remains small during the quark-gluon
phase.

f (t)=f 1 ——
q q (19)

&O' Nv ~)n n~+I gng

—
—,
'

& o~ u ) n „+2I &n

gg=&cr ~v ~)n n~ I gng

+-,'&oNNuNN ~ N &oNauNh~nNn/1

g =
—,
'

& o ~ v )n 1 n—

(21b)

(21c)

(21d)
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where I z and I are the widths of the 5 and the p reso-
nances, respectively. The average of the product of the
cross section o.

&z and the relative velocity Ui2 is defined as

&a'„v„)=fd'k, f d' kg, ( k)f,(,k)o 12u„, (22)

where f; (k, ) is the normalized momentum distribution of
the ith particle. For the cross sections o. z and o.zz, we

use those of Cugnon et al. ,

n a

FIG. 5. The trajectory along which the system evolves in the
nuclear phase diagram of Fig. 1 for collisions between two Ca
nuclei at 14 GeV/nucleon.
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1+4[( ' —1.232)/1" ]
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where the center-of-mass energy s' is in units of GeV.
The cross section ~P can be similarly parametrized by

with

Nq +N & B Nq N e

q
(28)

27.9
OP fm

1+4[(s1/2 0 770)/I ]&
(24)

The inverse cross sections are then determined from the
detailed balance relations.

B. Combinatoric recombination model for hadronization

During the hadronization of the quark-gluon plasma
through the mixed phase, gluons fragment into quark-
antiquark pairs and quarks and antiquarks recombine
into hadrons. For gluon fragmentation, we use the model
of Koch et al. Then the effective numbers of quarks
and antiquarks are given by

N d m +z(m IT)
Np d mP', (m /T)

(29)

where d's and m's are the degeneracies and masses of the
particles; E2 is the modified Bessel function.

To determine the numbers of N, 5, m, and p and their
antiparticles we use the thermal equilibrium model and
obtain the following ratios:

N~ N~ d~m~K2(m~/T)

d, m', K, (m, /T)
'

Nq=Nq+ fINs N~=N~+ fiNg (2&)
V. ELEMENTARY DILEPTON

PRODUCTION PROCESSES

Nsr=aN N, N = PN, —N = PN-—M q q' B
3~ q& B 31 q

(26)

The coefficients a and P are determined from the conser-
vation of total baryon numbers and are

4A 8a=
3A +8 3A +8 (27}

with fi =f„=fd -—0.425 according to the string model.
The formation of quarks and antiquarks into hadrons

can be determined by the combinatoric recombination
model of Biro and Zimanyi. In this model, the number
of baryons NB, antibaryons NB, and mesons NM are given

by

qq ~e+e

7T7T~e e

np~npe+e

(30a)

(30b)

(30c)

As the probability for dilepton production from these
processes are small, they are treated perturbatively and
do not affect the fireball expansion dynamics.

For a given invariant mass M of the dilepton, the pro-
duction rate from qq annihilation is given by'

For dilepton production we take into account contri-
butions from both qq and ~~ annihilations and the
neutron-proton bremsstrahlung, i.e.,

dZ' '
qq

dM
40

3M TKi(M/T) 1—
9(2n )

' 1/2
4m,

M

4mq 2m, 2mq
' 1/2 2 2

1 — 1+ 1+
M M M

(31)

where a is the fine structure constant and K, (x) is the
modified Bessel function.

Dilepton production from ~m annihilation is calculated
according to'

co =k +m +k II(co k) (34)

with m =775 MeV, I =155 MeV, m ~ =1600 MeV, and
I =260 MeV. In Eq. (32), the pion dispersion relation
co(k) is given by,

dZ', '
dM

/s, /'

8n a n ~, (M /T) I,F I

3m~ T[Kz(m /T)]
k4

X (32)

where II(cu, k} is the pion self-energy in the nuclear
matter and can be calculated in the delta-hole model as in
Ref. 16. The S, is the pionic weighting factor and is
determined by

k, (co=M/2)

dk,

where F is the pion electromagnetic form factor that we
take from Ref. 15, i.e.,

Oil(co, k; )S;= 1 —k,-

86)

The rate for the process np ~npe+e is given by

(35)

(36)
dM 4 dM UP nN

with the dilepton production cross section evaluated in
the soft-photon approximation corrected by the phase(33}

4 4m 1 m ~

F„(M)= +-
(m~ —M2)2+m21 i 4 (m2, M2)2+m2, 1 2, —

P P P P P P
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space, ' i.e.,

«np
dM

2a o (s)
ln

3m'

&s —2m~ R2(+s2)
R,(v', )

(37)

In the above, o(s) is the momentum transfer weighted
nucleon-nucleon elastic cross section at a center-of-mass
energy &s and can be parametrized by

1.8 (fm GeV)
4Pl N

S —1
4m~2

(38)

VI. RESULTS

A. Dilepton production from ~Ca+~Ca at 14 GeV/nucleon

As an illustration for understanding dilepton produc-
tion in high-energy heavy-ion collisions, we have carried
out a study of the central collision between two Ca nuclei
at an incident energy of 14 GeV/nucleon. The trajectory
in the phase diagram along which the system evolves has

The functions Rz(+si) and Ri(&s ) are, respectively,
the Lorentz invariant two-body phase-space integrals of
the final two nucleons with and without the dilepton pair.
For the former case, we have sz =s +M 2&s E—, with F.
being the energy of the dilepton in the center-of-mass
frame. The factor —,

' in Eq. (36) accounts for the fact that
we consider an isosymmetric system so that the neutron
density is the same as the proton density and both are
half of the nucleon density.

already been shown in Fig. 5. The time evolution of the
system is determined by the hydrodynamical equation
with the linear scaling Ansatz, corresponding to n =1 in
Eq. (16), for the velocity profile. The lifetime r of the
mixed phase is taken to be 5 fm/e, which is similar to
that of Ref. 29. We show in Fig. 6 the dilepton invariant
mass spectrum. The long-dashed curve is the contribu-
tion from the qq annihilation in the quark-gluon plasma,
while the dotted curve is from mm. annihilation in the ha-
dronic matter. The two peaks in the latter correspond to
the p resonances at 775 and 1660 MeV, respectively. It is
seen that the former becomes important for dileptons
with invariant masses larger than 2 GeV. At smaller in-
variant masses, it is still dominated by the mm. annihila-
tion even though the corresponding hadronic matter is at
a relatively low density of about no after the complete
hadronization from the initial quark-gluon plasma. Also
shown in the figure by the short-dashed curve is the con-
tribution from pn bremsstrahlung that is negligible com-
pared to those from either qq or mm annihilations. If we
assume that no quark-gluon plasma is formed in the ini-
tial stage and that the initial matter is a dense hadronic
matter of density of also about 6no, then the dilepton in-

variant mass spectrum from mm annihilation is given by
the solid curve in Fig. 6. We see that the dilepton yield is
much larger than that from the scenario of the formation
of an initial quark-gluon plasma. This is because of the
higher hadronic matter density and temperature of the
fireball in the latter case.
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FIG. 6. Dilepton invariant mass spectra from the central col-
lision of Ca on Ca at 14 GeV/nucleon. The long-dashed curve
is from the qq annihilation in the quark-gluon plasma while the
dotted and short-dashed curves are, respectively, from the mm

annihilation and the pn bremsstrahlung in the hadronic phase.
The solid curve is from the mn. annihilation in the scenario that
no quark-gluon plasma is formed in the collision.
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FIG. 7. The total dilepton yield for invariant masses between
2m and 1 GeV as a function of the incident energy per nucleon
for the central collision of Ca on Ca. The solid curve is from in-

itial fireball conditions determined from the phase diagram of
Fig. 1 and a mixed-phase lifetime ~=5 fm/c. The dotted curve
is from assuming that the fireball is initially always in the ha-
dronic phase. The short- and long-dashed curves correspond to
v =2.5 and 10 fm/c, respectively.
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B. Integrated dilepton excitation function

from heavy-ion collisions

Since the total dilepton yield with invariant masses
2m &M &1 GeV is dominated by m.m annihilation, it
would increase significantly with the initial density of the
hadronic matter due to both the increasing softening of
the pion dispersion relation and the increasing initial
temperature with increasing density. In Fig. 7, we show
such an excitation function for this yield. It is calculated
with the hydrochemical model as before for the reaction
of Ca on Ca at zero impact parameter corresponding
to central collisions. The solid curve is obtained when
the initial conditions of the fireball is determined from
the phase diagram of Fig. 1. It shows a steep rise of the
dilepton yield at incident energies below about 2
GeV/nucleon as the initial hadronic matter density in-
creases as a result of higher compression. When the ini-
tial energy density is large enough so that a mixed phase
of quark-gluon and hadronic matter is formed, the dilep-
ton yield is seen to decrease as a function of the incident
energy. Also shown in the figure by the dotted curve is
the dilepton yield from assuming that the initial fireball is

always in the hadronic phase. As in Fig. 6, the dilepton
yield at a given incident energy is higher in the latter case
than that from the case when either a mixed or a quark-
gluon phase exists. Because of the short formation time
of the initial fireball, it is likely that the system may be
superheated and still stays in the hadronic phase even
though its energy density is high enough to be in the
mixed phase. We thus expect that the steep rise of the
dilepton excitation function would continue to higher in-
cident energies. In either case, the onset of the formation
of a quark-gluon plasma in the initial high-density matter
is accompanied by a saturation in the total yield of the
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FIG. 9. Same as Fig. 7 for two different Ansiitze for the veloc-

ity profile of the fireball.

dilepton with invariant masses 2m & M & 1 GeV.
These results are not qualitatively modified when

different phase diagrams and hydrodynamical descrip-
tions are used. The short-dashed and long-dashed curves,
corresponding to lifetimes for the mixed phase ~=2.5
fm/c and v =10 fm/c respectively, still show the satura-
tion of dilepton when a baryon-rich quark-gluon plasma
is formed. The same is true as shown by the long-dashed
curve in Fig. 8 if we use a phase diagram obtained with a
larger bag constant of 400 MeV/fm, which leads to a
critical energy density of =2 GeV/fm for the formation
of the quark-gluon plasma. Using a quadratic scaling An-
satz for the velocity profile in the hydrodynamical expan-
sion leads to only minor changes in the dilepton excita-
tion function as shown in Fig. 9. We therefore conclude
that the saturation of dilepton yield due to the formation
of a baryon-rich quark-gluon plasma remains under these
variations of the model.

/-~ =&00 MeV/urn~
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FIG. 8. Same as Fig. 7 with the long-dashed curve obtained
from the phase diagram of Fig. 3 with a bag constant of 400
Me V/fm'.

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Motivated by the search for signatures for the forma-
tion of a quark-gluon plasma in high-energy heavy-ion re-
actions, we have studied dilepton production from such
reactions. In particular, we have considered heavy-ion
collisions in an energy regime available at the
Brookhaven AGS. We have assumed that an initial
high-density fireball is formed and its expansion is de-
scribed by a simplified relativistic hydrodynarnical model.
Dileptons are then mainly produced from qq and mm. an-
nihilations. Because of the strong p-wave pion-nucleon
interaction, the pion spectrum in the nuclear matter is
modified and has been taken into account via the delta-
hole model. We have found that the dilepton yield at in-
variant masses between 2m and 1 GeV is reduced sub-
stantially if a baryon-rich quark-gluon plasma is formed
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in the initial stage of the collisions. This effect is largely
due to the higher initial hadronic density in the hadronic
scenario than that after the hadronization in the quark-
gluon scenario. Since this is a general feature of the nu-
clear phase diagram, we expect that the present result
will still hold if other nuclear phase diagrams are used in
the calculation. In the present study, we have ignored
the decay of the rho meson into dilepton since its contri-
bution has already been included through the pion-pion
annihilation. We have also neglected the contribution to
dilepton production from delta decay and pion-nucleon
interaction as they are not important in high-energy nu-
clear reactions. Experiments carried out so far at the
Bevalac ' are very useful in verifying the effect of the
softening of the pion spectrum in dense nuclear matter on
dilepton production through m.m annihilations. Future
experiments at the AGS on dilepton production will be
extremely interesting in searching for evidence for the

formation of a baryon-rich quark-gluon plasma in the ini-
tial stage of the collision. Further theoretical studies are
certainly required not only in repeating the present calcu-
lation with more sophisticated models for the nuclear
phase diagram but also in investigating the effect of dilep-
ton production before thermalization on the signature
proposed here. The latter is especially needed in view of
the recent result from the relativistic quantum molecular
dynamics in which it is claimed that preequilibrium
effects are very important for kaon production in heavy-
ion collisions at the AGS energies.
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